
 

 

How to Set Up Curtain Track 

1. Steps of the whole set up process 

2. Single ceiling mount bracket (Fixed to the ceiling) 

3. Single wall mount bracket (Fixed to the wall) 

4. Double ceiling mount bracket (Fixed to the ceiling) 

5. Double wall mount bracket (Fixed to the wall) 

6. Triple wall mount bracket (Fixed to the wall) 

7. Installation of single bracket 

8. Installation of double bracket 
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How to Set Up Curtain Track 

1. Steps of the whole set up process 

1. Dig holes on the wall or ceiling using a drill, 

2. Insert plugs we provided into these holes, 

3. Fix brackets to the wall or ceiling using screws, 

4. Fix track to these brackets, 

5. You are done. 

2. Single ceiling mount bracket (Fixed to the ceiling) 

1. Use the slot inside the bracket to fix track to the bracket. 

2. Use those 2 holes in the both ends to fix bracket to the ceiling. 

 

3. Single wall mount bracket (Fixed to the wall) 

It same with single ceiling mount bracket. 

1. Use the slot inside the bracket to fix track to the bracket. 

2. Use those 2 holes in the both ends to fix bracket to the ceiling. 
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4. Double ceiling mount bracket (Fixed to the ceiling) 

There is actually no double ceiling mount bracket (Fixed to the ceiling). The so-called double 

ceiling bracket (Fixed to the ceiling) is composed by 2 single ceiling bracket (Fixed to the 

ceiling). 

 

5. Double wall mount bracket (Fixed to the wall) 

1. Use the 3 holes at the bottom of bracket to the wall. 
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2. Use the middle slot to fix the inner track to the bracket. 

3. Use the front slot to fix the outer track to the bracket. 

4. The rest holes between the two slots also can fix to the ceiling. 
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6. Triple wall mount bracket (Fixed to the wall) 

You can hang up curtains, sheers and valance in one triple wall mount bracket(Fixed to the 
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wall). See the picture below.  

1. Use those 3 holes to fix bracket to the wall. 

2. Use the middle two slots to fix the two tracks to the baracket. 

3. The front slot is reserved for valance track. 
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7. Installation of single bracket 

1. Put track into the outer side of the slot. 

2. Push the track into the inner side of the lost. 

Note: The white plastic is elastic. 
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8. Installation of double bracket 

1. Put track into the outer side of the slot. 

2. Use the metal plate and screw to fix bracket. 
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